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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel way to interpret text
information by extracting visual feature presentation from
multiple high-resolution and photo-realistic synthetic im-
ages generated by Text-to-image Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) to improve the performance of image la-
beling. Firstly, we design a stacked Generative Multi-
Adversarial Network (GMAN), StackGMAN++, a modified
version of the current state-of-the-art Text-to-image GAN,
StackGAN++, to generate multiple synthetic images with
various prior noises conditioned on a text. And then we
extract deep visual features from the generated synthetic
images to explore the underlying visual concepts for text.
Finally, we combine image-level visual feature, text-level
feature and visual features based on synthetic images to-
gether to predict labels for images. We conduct experi-
ments on two benchmark datasets, i.e., the Oxford 102 Cat-
egory Flower Dataset and the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-
2011 Dataset and the experimental results clearly demon-
strate the efficacy of our proposed approach.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, images are being taken and shared to be com-
mented at an unprecedented rate among social networks like
Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr. To help users efficiently or-
ganize and manage such media data from a very huge col-
lection, it is necessary and practical to collect labeled visual
datasets at large scale to develop automatic tools with robust
machine learning approaches [18, 7, 16, 19, 17, 8]. How-
ever, most of the current annotation platforms like Amazon
Mechanical Turk [2] and LabelMe [28] do not make full
∗This work was co-supervised by Chengjiang Long and Chunxia Xiao.
This flower has light
purple petals with
rounded edges and a
wrinkled texture.
......
(a) a real image and text for automatic labeling
(b) 5 nearest neighbor images based on Jaccard similarity on text. 
(c) 5 synthetic images generated by Text-to-image GAN conditoned on text.
Figure 1: Illustration of two ways to visually interpret text
for automatic image labeling (a). One is Johnson et al.’s
work [9] in which a group of nearest neigbor images (b)
defined based on Jaccard similiarity between image meta-
data especially tags extracted from a text. And the other
one is our proposed VITAL method, which makes full use
of K high-resolution and photo-realist synthetic images (c)
generated from StackGMAN++ (our modified version on
StackGAN++ [37]) conditioned on text. The goal of this pa-
per is to visually interprete text information and extract vi-
sual feature representations from synthetic images to boost
the accuracy of image labeling on real images.
use of the text information to aid the labeling problems, al-
though most images on the web carry rich text information
which includes informative and semantic signals like who
took the photo and, where and with whom.
Prior work takes advantage of text context informa-
tion to improve image classification by various treatments
like selecting top frequently used words and user-generated
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tags [20, 6, 14], extracting text-level feature representation
with Text Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [1], and
exploring visual feature representation from a set of neigh-
bor images [9] defined based on Jaccard similarity between
image metadata especially tags extracted from a text. The
intuition behind is that images with similar text context in-
formation tend to depict similar scenes.
Inspired by the development of Text-to-image Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) [21, 36, 37, 33], which
is able to generate high-resolution and photo-realistic syn-
thetic images conditioned on a text, we propose a novel vi-
sual interpretation on text with adversarial learning, named
as “VITAL”, by interpreting text information with visual
concepts extracted from a series of visually plausible syn-
thetic images generated by Text-to-image GANs.
Unlike Johnson et al.’s work [9] which uses a set of near-
est neighbor images based on Jaccard similarity bewteen
the text of query image and texts of training images, our
proposed VITAL approach generates synthetic images con-
ditioned on only the text of query image without using text
from any other images. As illustrated in Figure 1, the color
information of nearest neighbor images to represent text are
not well consistent with the real image, while synthetic im-
ages generated in our VITAL are able to not only cover most
of the content in text information, but also provide much in-
formation about the background which is underlying in text
information. This is also consistent with our human under-
standing to text information.
“As there are 1000 Hamlets, there are 1000 readers.”
Usually, given a text that describes a specific scene, dif-
ferent readers can image different relevant visual scenes in
their brains. Obviously, one synthetic image is not suffi-
cient to simulate what multiple readers can visually inter-
pret from a single text information. In principle, any text-
to- image GANs can be extended and incorporated into our
VITAL framework and in this paper we just start to ex-
tend one current state-of-the-art Text-to-image GAN, Stack-
GAN++ [37], dubbed StackGMAN++ in brief with “M” in-
dicating multiple generators, to extend the number of gen-
erators from the original 1 to K with different noise pri-
ors at each stage. The intuition behind is that each reader
interprets Hamlets based on his/her own prior knowledge,
and different prior knowledge leads to a different image of
Hamlet in his/her mind.
With K generators, we are able to generate K synthetic
images. Since ResNet [5] has demonstrated successes in
a vast of vision applications, we apply it to extract visual
feature for each synthetic image. It worth emphasizing that
we care much more about the common visual representation
among these K synthetic images rather than each individ-
ual. Therefore, to obtain a compact visual feature represen-
tation, we first apply an affine transformation with a ReLU
layer to adjust feature maps and reduce the channels before
we apply an element-wise pooling to extract the common
feature representation.
Considering that feature fusion has been proved to be
able to effectively improve the performance of image label-
ing, we combine the real image feature extracted from an
image-level CNN, text feature extracted from a text-level
CNN, and the common feature representation from K syn-
thetic images by concatenation and feed them into a fully
connected layer as a classification for image labeling [23].
To sum up, our paper has three contributions:
• We propose a novel way to interpret text informa-
tion with K visually plausible synthetic images gen-
erated via our StackGMAN++ derived by modifying
the number of generators at each stage from 1 to K on
StackGAN++ associated with different noise priors.
• We extract a common and compact visual feature rep-
resentation from synthetic images conditioned on a
text, and combine it with an image-level feature from
real image, and a text-level feature together by conc-
tatenatenation to boost the performance of image la-
beling.
• The experiments on two benchmark datasets have
demonstrated that our proposed approach outperforms
the state-of-art method [9].
2. Related work
The related work can be divided into two categories: text
information for image labeling and Text-to-image GANs.
Text information for image labeling. As an important
source for multimedia, text information has been studied
and combined with image content to improve the accuracy
of image labeling, because it provides informative and se-
mantic signals [34] like who took the photo and, where and
with whom. McAuley et al. [20] selected top-1000 most
frequently occurring words from the texts in the training set
as tags [4, 13, 30, 29, 31, 6], explored pairwise social rela-
tions and applied a CRF-based structural learning approach
for multi-label image annotation, which demonstrates im-
pressive results although only metadata is used without any
visual features. Following [20], Johnson et al. [9] pro-
posed a deep convolutional neural network to combine both
the visual information of images and their neighbor images
defined based on the shared similar metadata especially
tags [14] from a text. With multiple text CNNs [12, 11, 10]
emerged, Long et al. [1] proposed to extract deep text-level
features rather than user-generated tags for text representa-
tion in image labeling. It worths mentioning that Johnson
et al.’s work [9] is a visual interpretation of text, although
neighbor images depend too much on the density distribu-
tion of training data. Different from [9], we propose to use a
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed framework VITAL for image labeling with text information. At the beginning, we train
a Text-to-image GAN, StackGMAN++, a modified version on StackGAN++ [37], to generate K high-resolution and photo-
realistic synthetic images. Given an input image with its text information, we apply the trained StackGMAN++ to generate
K synthetic images. We apply an image-level CNN to extract visual feature on each synthetic image. To avoid the possible
affine transforms between the synthetic images, we apply a linear transformation with ReLU to reduce the dimensions of
the visual features. After that, we apply an element-wise pooling to extract visual feature representation in blue from all K
synthetic images. Finally, we combine the image-level feature (in red), text feature (in green) and the text corresponding
visual feature (in blue) together by concatenation and feed them into a fully connected layer as a classifier to achieve the final
prediction of labeling on the given image.
Text-to-image GAN to generate high-resolution and photo-
realistic synthetic images to extract visual feature represen-
tation for the text of query image only, which we expect to
be complementary to both visual feature on real images and
textual feature on a text.
Text-to-image GANs are proposed to effectively trans-
late visual concepts from characters to pixels, with the
aim to bridge these advances in text and image model-
ing [24, 15]. Based on text descriptions, Reed et al. [27]
was able to generate plausible 64 × 64 images for birds
and flowers, and 128 × 128 images were successfully gen-
erated by utilizing additional annotations on object part lo-
cations [26]. To generate high-resolution (e.g., 227 × 227)
and photo-realistic images, Nguyen et al. [21] proposed to
generate images conditioned on a text using an approximate
Langevin sampling approach with an iterative optimization
process. Zhang et al. presented a Stacked GANs (Stack-
GAN) [36] to generate 256 × 256 photo-realistic synthetic
images with two stages, in which low-resolution images are
generated at first stage, and then more details are added in
the second stage to form high-resolution images with bet-
ter quality by utilizing an encoder-decoder network before
the upsampling layers. And its imporoved version Stack-
GANN++ [37] extends to multi-stage GANs with multiple
generators and multiple discriminators arranged in a tree-
like structure. Based on StackGAN and StackGAN++, Xu
et al. [33] adopted attention mechanism to generate syn-
thetic images from fine-grained text with Attention Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks. We argue that high-resolution
and photo-realistic synthetic images should be beneficial for
us to extract visual representation for a text. Hence we mod-
ify the StackGAN++ to be a Generative Multi-Adverisal
Network (GMAN), StackGMAN++, to generate K syn-
thetic images with different generators. Different from Du-
rugkar et al.’s [3] GMAN with one generator and multiple
discriminators, our StackGMAN++ uses multiple genera-
tors with various prior noise vectors and one discriminator
at each stage to generate multiple synthetic images, to well
represent visual concepts embedded in text information.
3. Proposed method
As illustrated in Figure 2, our proposed framework con-
sists of three key components, i.e., StackGMAN++ to gen-
erate K synthetic images, extract visual feature representa-
tion from the synthetic images, and combine the synthetic
image feature with real image feature and text feature to
conduct a classification task for image labeling. We are go-
ing to discuss with details in the following subsections.
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3.1. StackGMAN++ to generateK synthetic images
Text-to-image Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [27, 36, 37] are proved to be able to generate
visually-plausible images conditioned on a text. We
start on StackGAN++ [37] because it is able to generate
high-resolution and photo-realistic images. Note there
are two implementation versions for StackGAN++, i.e.,
StackGAN-v1 and StackGAN-v2. Our StackGMAN++ is
derived from StackGAN-v2 which extends StackGAN-v1
from two stages to multiple stages and organizes generators
and discriminators in a tree-like structure.
Intuitively, given a text information, different people
may imagine a different visual scene, and one text-based
synthetic image is not sufficient to cover the underlying in-
formation behind the text itself. Therefore, to better explore
the visual feature representation of any text information, we
proposed to generate K synthetic images for each text in-
formation.
Different from StackGAN-v2 which takes only one noise
vector z as the input and has a generator Gi and a cor-
responding discriminator Di for i-th branch with differ-
ent scales, our StackGMAN++ takes a conditional vector c
which is defined based on the text embedding ϕt in [37] and
K different prior noise vectors z1, . . . , zK (we smaple val-
ues for each zk from a normal distribution) as input, and at
each stage i, we design one discriminator Di and K gener-
ators G1i , . . . , G
K
i to generate synthetic images at a certain
scale. We pass the hidden feature hki for each generator G
k
i
by a non-linear transformation,
hki =
{
F ki (c, zk) i = 0
F ki (h
k
i−1, c) i = 1, . . . ,m
(1)
where hki represents hidden features for the k-th generator
Gki at the i-th branch, m is the total number of branches,
and F ki is modeled as the corresponding neural network.
In order to encourage the generators to draw images with
more details according to the conditioning variables, c is
concatenated to the hidden features hki−1 as the inputs of
F ki for calculating h
k
i . Based on hidden features at different
layers (hk1 , . . . , h
k
m), generators G
k
1 , . . . , G
k
m can generate
synthetic images of small-to-large scales
ski = G
k
i (h
k
i ), i = 1, . . . ,m. (2)
For the training purpose, we define the loss functions
with joint conditional and unconditional distribution ap-
proximation at each stage i as following:
LDi = KExi∼pdatai [logDi(xi)]+
K∑
k=1
Eski∼pGk
i
[log(1−Di(ski )]+
+KExi∼pdatai [logDi(xi, c)]+
K∑
k=1
Eski∼pGk
i
[log(1−Di(ski , c)],
(3)
LG1i ,...,GKi =
K∑
k=1
Eski∼pGk
i
[−logDi(ski )]
+
K∑
k=1
Eski∼pGk
i
[−logDi(ski , c)]
(4)
where xi is from the true image distribution pdatai at the
i-th scale, and ski is from the model distribution pGki at
the same scale. Then the discriminator Di and generators
G1i , . . . , G
K
i at i-th stage can be optimized in a joint form by
alternatively maximizing LDi and minimizing LG1i ,...,GKi
until convergence.
Based on StackGMAN++, we are able to generate K
high-resolution and photo-realistic synthetic images s =
{s1, . . . , sK} with sk = Gk(skm−1), and the size of each
image is 256× 256.
Discussion: we extend StackGAN++ to StackGMAN++
and joint learn the model with a united loss function to gen-
erate the diverse synthetic images. Note that the K genera-
tors in StackGMAN++ share weights. In this way, we can
control the training cost when compared to train K Stack-
GAN++ separately. We observe that training a StackG-
MANN++ with shared weights is less expensive than train-
ing K StackGAN++, and the K synthetic images generated
by StackGMANN++ are more diverse.
3.2. Visual representation for text Information
Given a text t, we are able to generate K synthetic im-
ages s = {s1, . . . , sK} with our StackGMAN++. Then we
feed K generated synthetic images into ResNet [5] to ex-
tract visual feature. Note that we use ResNet as feature ex-
tractor φ in the pretrained ResNet model [5], and get a fea-
ture map of the second last layer of φ(sk) of 7 × 7 × 2048
size for each synthetic image sk, respectively.
In order to fuse visual features for these K synthetic im-
age, we compute an h-dimensional hidden state for each
image by applying an affine transformation and an element-
wise ReLU nonlinearity σ(ε) = max(0, ε) to its feature.
To let the model treat hidden states for each synthetic im-
age differently, we apply distinct transformations to φ(sk)
with parameters Wk ∈ Rd×h and bk ∈ Rh, and then we
arrives at hidden states vsk ∈ Rh for sk ∈ s. To generate as
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Figure 3: Plot of the multichannel convolutional neural net-
work, 3Text-CNNs, for text-level feature extraction.
single hidden state vs ∈ Rh for all the synthetic images s,
we apply an element-wise max-pooling on each vsk so that
vs = maxkvsk , i.e.,
vs = maxk(σ(Wkφ(sk) + bk)) (5)
and pass it to be included into the final combined feature
representation with image feature and text feature.
Discussion: we choose synthetic images rather than vi-
sual features because we want to visually interpret the text
with high quality synthetic images so that the human can
view directly, while visual features may miss some details.
3.3. Feature fusion for image labeling
As shown in Figure 2, besides the visual feature repre-
sentation vs on K synthetic images, we also include the
text-level feature vt and image-level feature vx together to
better explore both image and text information to improve
the quality for image labeling. In this paper, we choose to
use the second last layer of ResNet [5] to extract the visual
feature vx for real image x because ResNet has been proved
successful in most visual application tasks.
Regarding text information, a standard deep learning
model for text classification and sentiment analysis uses a
word embedding layer and one-dimensional convolutional
neural network [12]. The model can be expanded by using
multiple parallel convolutional neural networks that read the
source document using different kernel sizes. This, in ef-
fect, creates a multichannel convolutional neural network
for text that reads text using different n-gram sizes (groups
of words). We follow Kim’s multi-channel model to imple-
ment a merged model with 3 text CNNs with kernels of dif-
ferent sizes, denoted as 3Text-CNNs, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, to extract 512-dimensional text-level feature vt from
the second last layer.
All these three kinds of features are combined to form the
final feature representation by concatenation as (vx,vxˆ,vt)
and feed them into a fully connected layer to conduct a clas-
sification task as image labeling.
3.4. Implementation details
The parameters need to be learned include the param-
eters in mK generators and m discriminators in Stack-
GMAN++, parameters in ResNet-50s, 3Text-CNNs, the
affine transformation parameter Wxˆ and bxˆ, and the param-
eters in the last fully connected layer. Note our training
procedure is divided into two phases. At Phase I, we use
pairs of text and its corresponding image to train our Stack-
GMAN++ in an alternative optimization procedure until
it convergence. Then at Phase II, we apply the trained
StackGMAN++ to generate K high-resolution and photo-
realistic synthetic images. Then we feed n real images, nK
synthetic images and n text to learn the rest of parameters
in the entire framework with cross-entropy loss function.
Note that we follow the tricks in StackGAN-v2 to train
StackGMAN++ at each stage at Phase I with a batch size of
12 for 350000 iterations. At Phase II, with a minibatch size
of 50, we initialize all parameters with pre-trained models
(ResNet and 3Text-CNNs) and use stochastic gradient de-
scent with a fixed learning rate, RMSProp, as the optimiza-
tion.
4. Experiments
Our experiments are conducted on two datasets, i.e., the
Oxford 102 Category Flower Dataset [22], and the Caltech-
UCSD Birds-200-2011 Dataset [32]. We use accuracy as
the metric to measure performance of image labeling.
4.1. Experiments on the Oxford 102 Category
Flower Dataset
The Oxford 102 Category Flower Dataset [22] consists
of 8,189 images from 102 categories of flowers which com-
monly occurs in the United Kingdom, and each category
has 40 to 258 images. The images have large scales, pose
and light variations. The text context information is pro-
vided by [25] with 10 descriptions for each image. Due to
the limit space, we plot text using only 1 sentence and use
the symbol “......” to represent the rest 9 sentences in this
paper. We train our StackGMAN++ with text and the cor-
responding real images. With the learned StackGMAN++,
we are able to generate K visual plausible synthetic images
conditioned on a text for experiments.
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Figure 4: Performance with accuracy (unit: %) for our VITAL-S, VITAL-RS and VITAL-RST using visual feature represen-
tation on K synthetic images with different values of K, i.e., K = 1, 2, 3, and 5 on the 102 Category Flower Dataset.
This flower has a dark
red center surrounded 
by many long, very 
thin red petals which 
protrude in numerous 
directions.
This flower is yellow
and white in color, 
with petals that are 
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large yellow petals 
with yellow anthers 
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This flower has petals 
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Figure 5: Visualization of K = 5 high-resolution and
photo-realistic synthtic images (blue) condtioned on a text,
and compared with the corresponding real images (red) on
the Oxford 102 Category Flower Dataset.
4.1.1 Effectiveness of StackGMAN++
To verify the effectiveness of our StackGMAN++, we con-
duct experiments to check visual concept consistency be-
tween the generated synthetic images by StackGMAN++
and the corresponding real images, and the effectiveness of
visual feature representation on K synthetic images.
Visual concept consistency between synthetic and
real images. We firstly visualize the generated synthetic
images conditioned on a text and measure the correlation
between our generated synthetic images with the corre-
sponding images in a visual feature space.
As shown in Figure 5, our generated K synthetic im-
ages are able to not only cover main content elements in
the text, but also provide underlying background and other
rich visual information like size, shape and pose variations
which are not mentioned in the text, due to various prior
noise vector zk. These observations are consistent with our
human’s behavior to interpret a text based on his/her prior
knowledge. In other words, even given the same text, differ-
ent people with different growing backgrounds will imagine
different visual pictures in their brains. Such diverse in-
terpretations are complementary to each other and can be
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Figure 6: The correlation measured with Hamming dis-
tance and Cosine similarity between the synthetic images
generated by our StackGMAN++ conditioned on a text and
the corresponding real images on the Oxford 102 Category
Flower Dataset.
merged to formulate a more representative format.
We also measure the correlation between our generated
synthetic images conditioned on a text with the correspond-
ing real images with two distance metrics, i.e., Hamming
distance and Cosine similarity, between their visual feature
vectors extracted by ResNet [5]. For Hamming distance in
the range [0, 1], smaller value means the higher similarity
between images. For Cosine similarity in the range [−1, 1],
the value closer to 1.0 means two compared images are
more correlative to each other in the given feature space.
We plot both Hamming distance values and Cosine simi-
larity value between our generated synthetic images and the
corresponding real images in Figure 6. As we observe, none
of Hamming distances is larger than 0.15 and all Cosine dis-
tance values are over 0.70, which indicates high correlation
between each synthetic image and the corresponding real
image in the visual feature space.
Effectiveness of visual feature representation on K
synthetic images. As stated in Section 3.3, our VITAL
uses the feature combinations (vx,vs,vt) where vx and
vs indicate the visual feature representation extracted by
ResNet [5] on real image, and synthetic images, respec-
tively, and vt represents the text-level feature extracted
from 3Text-CNNs [35]. We then develop two different
baseline algorithms with two different feature combina-
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Table 1: Performance comparison on the Oxford 102 Cate-
gory Flower Dataset. (unit: %)
Methods Accuracy
JCNN-NN [9] 89.16±0.57
3Text-CNNs [12] 37.63±0.76
ResNet [5] 85.86±1.85
ResNet [5]+3Text-CNNs [12] 88.39±0.44
VITAL-S 79.87±0.31
VITAL-RS 89.68±0.61
VITAL-RST 93.38±0.15
1 2 3 5
88.31
89.00
89.69
88.13
Figure 7: Performance with accuracy (unit: %) for JCNN-
NN with different K nearest neighbor images.
tions, i.e., vs only and (vx,vs). For notation simplification,
we denote our proposed method to be VITAL-RST where “-
RST” represents the feature combinations (vx,vs,vt). We
further denote the first to second baseline algorithm to be
VITAL-S and VITAL-RS, respectively.
We conduct a group of experiments by setting K to be
various values, i.e., 1, 2, 3 and 5. The results are summa-
rized in the Figure 4. Apparently, for any algorithm among
VITAL-S, VITAL-RS, and VITAL-RST, the performance
accuracy goes up when the value of K increases. This indi-
cates that multiple synthetic images are complementary to
be used for extracting visual concepts embedded in text and
boosting the accuracy for image labeling.
Note that K is also the number of generators in each
stage in our StackGMAN++. Therefore, when K = 1, our
StackGMAN++ is equivalent to StackGAN++ with its im-
plementation version StackGAN-v2. Obviously, all these
three algorithms withK (especially whenK > 1) synthetic
images generated by our StackGMAN++ always work bet-
ter than using only synthetic images generated by Stack-
GANN++. The observation strongly demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness and robustness of our StackGMAN++.
4.1.2 Performance comparison
We compare our proposed VITAL-RST with Johnson et
al.’s Convolutional Neural Network with Nearest Neigh-
borhood [9], denoted as “JCNN-NN”, which explores the
related neighbor images to interpret image metadata espe-
cially including tags from text information. To our best ac-
knowledge, JCNN-NN is the most closely related work to
our VITAL because it can be interpreted as a visual inter-
pretation of image metadata with the related neighbor im-
ages. To make sure the comparison is fair, we utilize the
same ResNet [5] as the visual feature extractor in JCNN-
NN. In addition, we add two simple baseline algorithms,
i.e., ResNet [5] and 3Text-CNNs [35], which indicate using
vx only and using vt only, respectively.
To clarify, we do not compare our VITAL with StackG-
MAN++ to other adversarial learning methods because this
is not our focus and our focus is how to interpret text for
image labeling by extending and applying the existing text-
to-image GANs. We run experiments on the Oxford 102
Category Flower Dataset. Note that we also run JCNN-NN
with five different number of neighbor images, as shown in
Figure 7, from which we can find K = 3 is the best choice
for JCNN-NN.
We conduct the experiments repeatedly for 10 times with
10 different random data split to form the training and test-
ing sets and the results with all six algorithms are summa-
rized in Table 1, from which we can observe: (1) 3Text-
CNNs performs much worse than ResNet by a half and this
conveys a clue that text on the dataset is a little weaker
when compared with image content; (2) with single fea-
ture representation, our VITAL-S works much better than
3Text-CNNs and close to ResNet, which indicates visual
feature extracted on synthetic images is more representa-
tive then text-feature; (3) combining with real image fea-
ture, VITAL-RS is able to improve the performance by
4.01% from ResNet, and works better than JCNN-NN [9]
and ResNet [5]+3Text-CNNs [12] (i.e., a combination of
RT without involving VITAL), which shows that our visual
interpretation on text is more effective and robust than us-
ing a set of neighbor images defined based on the Jaccard
similarity between image metadata especially tags extracted
from text; and (4) combining with both real image feature
and text feature, VITAL-RST performs the best. Appar-
ently, the visual interpretation in our VITAL is robust and
the visual synthetic image feature is complementary to both
visual real image feature and text feature.
4.2. Experiments on the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-
2011 Dataset
The Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 Dataset consists of
11,169 bird images from 200 categories and each each cat-
egory has 60 images averagely. We randomly select 9,935
images for training, and use the resting 1,234 images for
testing. The dataset is very chanllenging because it contains
images with multiple objects and various backgrounds. We
train our StackGMAN++ with K = 5 and use it to generate
synthetic images on the text with 10 descriptions for each
real image to conduct the experimental evaluation.
We repeat the experiments with 10 different random
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Table 2: Performance comparison on the resized Caltech-
UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset. (unit: %)
Methods Accuracy
JCNN-NN [9] 89.91±0.48
3Text-CNNs [12] 5.86±0.69
ResNet [5] 86.81±1.14
ResNet [5]+3Text-CNNs [12] 89.38±1.17
VITAL-S 55.05±0.20
VITAL-RS 93.28±1.25
VITAL-RST 94.49±0.90
training/testing data splitting and summarize the results in
Table 2, which can be observed from four aspects. (1)
ResNet performs much better than 3Text-CNNs, which in-
dicates image is more representative than text content. (3)
Using text information only, our VITAL-S still outperforms
3Text-CNNs. (3) VITAL-RST performs a little better than
VITAL-RS which works much better than VITAL-S. Again,
this observation confirms the complementary relationship
between three kinds of feature representations. (4) Our
VITAL-RS and VITAL-RST, performs better than JCNN-
NN and ResNet+3Text-CNNs, which suggests that our pro-
posed VITAL is good at visual interpretation on a text by
extracting visual concepts from the text for boosting the la-
beling accuracy.
4.3. VITAL performance with GMAN vs. K GANs
Since we can train K GANs with K different noise lev-
els seperately and then use the trained GANs to generate
K synthetic images, we also can assess the performance of
our VITAL with K GANs. For the purpose of fair compari-
son, we train K = 5 StackGAN++ with different noise lev-
els individually and use the K generated synthetic images
to extract visual features for image labeling on the Oxford
102 Category Flower Dataset. The accuracy performance
of VITAL-RST with K StackGAN++ is 90.59%, which is
3% lower than VITAL-RST with our StackGMAN++.
We visualize the synthetic images generated by both
StackGMAN++ and K StackGAN++ in Figure 8. Ob-
viously, our proposed StackGMAN++ is able to generate
more diverse images, and the diversity among the synthetic
images benefits the performance of image labeling.
4.4. Analysis on successful and failure cases
To further explain why our proposed VITAL works bet-
ter than JCNN-NN, we conduct an analysis on the quality
of the nearest neighbor (NN) images used in JCNN-NN. As
shown in Figure 9, the color of neighbor images are not al-
ways consistent with real images, and the background of all
the neighbor images are more complicated when compared
with the generated synthetic images in Figure 5. Moreover,
the Jarccard similarity between the query image and the k-
T h i s y e l l o w a n d
orange looking flower
stands out among the
rest as it is in full
blossum with orange
looking petals.
.....
Figure 8: Visualization of K = 5 syththtic images (blue)
generated by StackMGAN++ (right bottom) and K Stack-
GAN++ (right top). The input text and the corresponding
real image are on the left.
This flower has petals 
that are white and 
yellow with yellow 
stamen.
......
This flower is red in 
color, and has petals 
that are wavy and 
ruffled.
......
Figure 9: Visualization of JCNN-NN [9]’s K = 3 nearest
neighbor (NN) images based on the Jaccard similarity of
tags extracted from text. From left to right are: text, real
image, and 3 nearest-neigbour images, respectively.
th NNs always decreases when the value of k increases.
As a non-parameter method, the quality of nearest neigh-
bor images in JCNN-NN will be perfect if an infinite num-
ber of samples is available, but in practice the number of
samples is limited. Therefore the quality of neighbor im-
ages depends on the density distribution in training data. If
the distribution is dense enough, then the quality of neigh-
bor images can be a guarantee. Obviously, in both the
102 Category Flower Dataset and Caltech-UCSD Birds-
200-2011 Dataset, the observations indicate that the density
is not sufficient to ensure the good quality of neighbor im-
ages for JCNN-NN.
On the contrary, our proposed VITAL generatesK visual
plausible synthetic images by StackGMAN++ conditioned
on a text of query image only, without requiring text for any
other images, which makes the generated synthetic images
are closely correlated to the corresponding real images, dis-
playing key visual elements embedded in text and even pro-
viding more details about the underlying background and
variations. Therefore, our proposed VITAL is more robust
to visually interpret text for improving the performance of
image labeling.
We also visualize a successful case and a failure case in
Figure 10. As we can observe, if text describes a flower
with detailed information about colors hand shapes, then
our StackGMAN++ is able to generate a bunch of informa-
tive synthetic images for leveraging the performance of im-
age labeling. Otherwise, if a text is hard to understand, am-
biguous and even misleading, then the generated synthetic
images will not be consistent with each other to represent
the visual concepts well.
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This flower has star 
shaped white petals 
as its main feature.
…….
The flower has tapered 
pale blue petals and 
numerous yellow 
anthers.
…….
Figure 10: Visualization of a successful case (top) and a
failure case (bottom) for our proposed VITAL. From left to
right are: text, real image, and 5 synthetic images, respec-
tively.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel way to visually inter-
pret text with adversarial learning for image labeling. With
our StackGMAN++, K high-resolution and photo-realistic
synthetic images are generated conditioned on a text to rep-
resent the visual concepts. The visual synthetic image fea-
ture has been proved to be able to improve accuracy for im-
age labeling, and it is complementary to real image feature
and text feature. The experimental results conducted on two
datasets well support our claims in the paper.
Our future work includes further exploring our GMAN
to incorporate the state-of-the-art GANs like AttnGAN [33]
to produce better quality of synthetic images, improv-
ing VITAL’s performance on image labeling, and extend-
ing our VITAL to solve more general multimedia prob-
lems.
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